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Material Estimator App

Customer loyalty skyrockets with time-saving pricing tool

When growth amplifies inefficiencies, innovation steps in to help.
For the past 85 years, Mueller, Inc. has been a leading retailer and manufacturer of steel building
products in the United States. Sales increased exponentially in the last few years, and contractors
were stretched thin. To receive pricing quotes for customers, contractors had to go back and forth
with the Mueller sales team — for the initial quote and any revised quotes based on new specs.
The pricing process delayed projects and buried contractors in paperwork.
Mueller needed an innovative, modernized solution that would speed the manual pricing process
and expedite projects. Most importantly, as a customer-focused company that deeply values
referral business, Mueller wanted to keep contractors and customers happy.

Uncovering unique insight by speaking directly to users in the field.
Mueller partnered with the IBM Garage™ to help scale its business by minimizing the time
contractors spent on laborious administrative tasks.

“THIS TOOL WAS GOING TO BE SUCH A STRATEGIC PORTION OF OUR
CONNECTION TO CUSTOMERS THAT WE COULDN'T AFFORD TO MESS
IT UP. SO THAT'S WHY WE BROUGHT IN THE IBM GARAGE TO ASSIST
US WITH THIS.”
MARK LACK
MANAGER OF STRATEGY ANALYTICS AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
MUELLER, INC.

With guidance from the IBM Garage and the
IBM Garage Method for Cloud, Mueller saw that
before exploring solutions, it needed to better
understand users’ needs. That meant doing
something unprecedented for the company: going
straight to the contractor.
The IBM Garage conducted a one-week user
research activity interviewing contractors, in the
field, to build that understanding.

“THE IBM GARAGE WENT ONSITE WITH
OUR CUSTOMERS OUT IN THE FIELD AT
CONSTRUCTION JOB SITES, WEARING
HARDHATS, UNDERSTANDING HOW OUR
CUSTOMERS OPERATED AND DETERMINING
WHAT THEIR PAIN POINTS WERE.”
MARK LACK, MUELLER, INC.

Armed with user research insights, Mueller participated in a two-day Enterprise
Design Thinking Workshop with the IBM Garage team in Austin. During this
process, the team converged around an idea: Allow contractors to submit
building specifications and receive an instant quote with guaranteed pricing.
The team began storyboarding and discussing the solution in detail.

“ DESIGN THINKING FORCES YOU TO FOCUS
ON ISOLATING THE MOST IMPORTANT
REQUIREMENT AND NOT BUILD MORE THAN
YOU NEED. YOU CREATE A MINIMUM VIABLE
PRODUCT, TEST IT TO SEE IF IT SOLVES YOUR
PROBLEM, AND THEN ITERATE UNTIL IT DOES.
THE CONSTANT CYCLE OF RESEARCH, DESIGN,
DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING REALLY LEADS
TO A HIGHER-QUALITY PRODUCT.”
MARK LACK, MUELLER, INC.

From Post-its to a prototype: Building an app in eight weeks.
Mueller worked with the IBM Garage team to design a mobile app on the IBM Cloud™ Public
platform using the IBM Cloud Foundry environment. The pricing tool helps contractors configure
product specifications and generate quotes until they have a solution that fits the customer’s
requirements — without needing constant input from the sales team.

Mueller MVP statement

Minimum Viable Product (MVP):
A first iteration of a functioning
app that allows users to provide
feedback for future development.

Jay, a building contractor, can use a
responsive website to:
Get real-time list prices for materials.
Save project quotes in a space where he
can create and edit project names.
Manage and edit quote contents.
Easily share quote information with the
Mueller sales team to place orders.

The team explored assumptions and risks to
understand and then define success metrics to
validate the value of the solution.
Mueller asked the IBM Garage for a rapid design
spike to envision how the MVP could be realized.
Two weeks later, the team delivered a clickable
prototype. After completing rapid user testing,
the team validated the concept.

“THE SIMPLICITY IN ITS DESIGN FROM THE HANDS
OF SOME AMAZING IBM DESIGNERS [MAKES
US] THINK THE PAYBACK WILL BE QUICK DUE TO
INCREASED EFFICIENCIES.”
MARK LACK, MUELLER, INC.

The team kicked off the MVP build with Inception, a process where Mueller and IBM Garage
developers collaboratively wrote user stories. The Mueller product owner managed the priority
of those stories and met daily with developers to keep everyone on the same page. This allowed
Mueller to control the priority of the solution’s different parts.
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The IBM Garage built the app in eight weeks and shared weekly iterations where the team
tracked development velocity, created new stories and prioritized work. The Mueller product
owner had full visibility into the process and made edits as new information came forward.

The Mueller Material Estimator app is currently
in production and receiving rave reviews.
Immediately after going live on the IBM Cloud,
orders started coming in. Now Mueller’s
contractors can get back to doing what they do
best: building clients’ dreams.

82% of contractors
surveyed said they
would use the app a few
times a week or more.
“[THE IBM GARAGE METHOD] GAVE US A
NINE-WEEK SOLUTION TO A PROBLEM
THAT COULD HAVE TAKEN 9 - 18
MONTHS TO SOLVE USING TRADITIONAL
DEVELOPMENT METHODS.”
MARK LACK, MUELLER, INC.

Internal efficiencies create tough-as-steel customer relations.
With the Material Estimator app, Mueller transforms its business, both internally and externally:
The app is so easy to use that in only 90 seconds, Mueller can onboard a customer who is
new to the tool.
Customers receive pricing quotes more quickly and require fewer quote iterations.
With faster project timelines, Mueller sees increased customer satisfaction and loyalty.
Because the app eliminates hours of administrative work, sellers can handle a larger volume
of business. As a result, Mueller can scale more easily.

Bonus outcome: App development leads to culture transformation.
Mueller has been so impressed by the IBM Garage’s refreshingly different approach to software
development that the company is adopting this method across its organization. Mueller came to
IBM for an app and left with an entirely new approach to business.

“THIS IS THE TYPE OF PROBLEMSOLVING APPROACH I WANT THE
COMPANY TO TAKE. IT IS GOING TO
HELP MUELLER BE NIMBLE AS WE
CONTINUE THESE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS IN THE FUTURE.”

“THIS HAS BEEN A COMPLETE GAMECHANGER FOR MUELLER.”
MARK LACK
MANAGER OF STRATEGY ANALYTICS
AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
MUELLER, INC.

BRIAN DAVENPORT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
MUELLER, INC.

The IBM Garage is IBM’s center for high-impact, client-centric innovation. At Garages around the world, companies both large and small are
empowered to create engaging applications. Garage teams help you start your transformation in workshops, where you design and build real
apps that solve your business needs.
If you would like to see how we can help your business, you can schedule a virtual or an in-person visit. We would love to help you turn that
vision into reality.
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